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. In the Matter of Applieation of ) 
FOUR CORNERS PIPELINE COMPANY. ) 
a De1a~e Corporation. for ) 
authority to increase transpor- ) 
tat ion rates for cruce petroleum ) 
pursuant to Seetion 454 of the ) 
Publie Utilities Code. ) 

---------------------------) 
OPINION -------

Appliea~ion 82-10-44 
(Filed October 15. 1982) 

Applicant. Four Corners Pipeline Company (Four Corners). 
is a Dela~are corporation operating as a common carrier by 
pipeline of crude petroleum anG petroleum products bet~en points 
in California. 

In this application Four Corners requests authority 
to file Supplement 7 to its Tariff Cal. PUC 1. Item 20. seeking 
an increase in the gravity adjus~ent for the comingled crude 
oil stream in its pipelines. 

The increase sought is from the cur.rent 17 cents per 
barrel per degree API!! gravity differential to a two-tiered 
gravity differential system: 20 cents per barrel per degree API 
for all crude movements plus a 24 cents per barrel per degree A?I 
gravity differential on all crude 'tI."ith gravity below 20 degrees API 
(44 cents per barrel per degree API for crude gravi~ies in the 
range of 10 degrees API to 19.9 degrees API. 20 eents per barrel 
per degree API for crude gravities in the range of 20 degrees to 
40 degrees API). 

!! American Petroleum Institute. 
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Item 20 of Four Corners~ tariff establishes a gravity 
bank for the benefit of its shippers. The gravity bank is a 
-mechanism ~ich permits shippers to taake adjustments among 
themselves for the differing values of various grades of crude 
oil 'Which are transported in a comingled stream. Four Co:zmers 
asserts that although it administers the gravity bank for the 
benefit of its members. it derives no revenues from it; all funds 
collected under its tariff gravity bank pravisions~ and any 
interest thereon. are held ~ the name of~ and paid to Four 
Corners' shippers. 

The application states that certain of Four Corners' 
shippers requested the proposed increase from 17 cents to an amount 
~ich more realistically reflects current crude oil pricing. In 
response to this request. Four Corners hired an independent con-. ' 

sultant to make recommendations as to the appropriate amount of 
the gravity adjustment. '!he consultant "s,report is attached to 
the application as Exhibit B. The proposed adjustment assertedly 
is based on the information set forth in the consultant's report. 

The application states that all current shippers on 
Four Corners' facilities were advised in ~iting of the proposed 
tariff changes. In addition. notice of the filing of the applica-
tion appeared on the Commission" s Daily Calenear. Four Corners 
requests that the application be granted ~ parte. Protests filed 
by The Coastal Corporation. Pacific Refining Company, and Western 
Fuel Oil Company. users of Four Corners" Line 63. were withdra~ 
on January 21. 1983. Our staff advised on January 25-. 1983 that 
it h~s no objection to the ex parte processin9 of the application. 
D1acussion 

A gravity bank is intended' to prevent windfalls and 
penalties by requiring ,shippers receiving higher gravity crude than, 
that Which they deliver to pay money into the bank and by entitl~g 
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shippers receiving lower gravity crude than that which they deliver 
to receive money from the bank. The bank is operated 80 that 
p4y.=ents into it and from it are equal. 

In order for a gravity bank to operate equitably by 
eliminating such windfalls and penalties to the max~ extent 
practicable, the gravity bank differential (measured in cents per 
barrel per API degree) must be as nearly equal as possible to the 
difference in values per barrel per API degree of different crude 
oils shippee through the pipeline. If the differential is less 
than the difference in crude oil values per API degree, shippers 
receiving 4 higher gravity crude than they deliver receive unearned 
~ndfalls at the expense of those receiving lower gravity crude 
than they deliver. If the differential is more than the difference 
in values per API degree, the opposit~ is true. 

Four Corners' ~avity bank tariff provisions were last 
adjusted in Decision 82-0l-90~ dated January 19, 1982. in 
Application (A.) 60600. The approved adjustment was based on 
data Similar to that presented here by Four Corners' consultant. 
In that decision we determined that While a proposed increase in 
the gravity bank differential charge does not increase Four CornersY 
revenues. it increases the charges to some shippers. These charges 
are banked for distribution to shippers transporting higher than 
average gravity crude oil. This charge is a coneition of the 
tariffs; and the proposed increase in this charge is a technical 
increase in ra:esr A proposal to increase the gravity bank differ-
ential charge may not be filed under Public Utilities cPU) Code 
§ 491 but requires a showing and finding that such increase is 
justified under PU Code § 454. 
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Four Corners seeks auehority unde~ both code sections in 
this proceeding.. Four Corners has sho~ that the higher gravity 
bank differentials are justified by the changed values of crude 
·oils of different gravities. 
Findings of Fact 

l~ The current Four Corners' gra~ty bank differential 
charge is substantially less than the current market pricing 
differentials for crude oils in the Ltne 63 area. 

2. Four Corners' proposed gravity bank differential charges 
are reasonable, and increases resulting from the establishment of 
such charges are justified. 

3~ A public hearing is not necessary. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. The ayplieation should be grant~d. 
2. Inasmuch as the revised charges are primarily for the 

benefit of Four.Corners' shippers and as there is no.oPposition 
to the 9rantin9 of the application, the order should be effective 
on the date of issuance, and the reli~f sought should be made 
effective on less than 30 days' notice. 
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ORDER - - - --
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Four Corners Pipeline Company is authorized to file the 
revised tariffs proposed ~ A.82-10-44. 

2. The revised tariffs shall be made effective not less 
than five days after filing ~th the Commission. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated MAR 161983 • at San Francisco. California. 

LZO~AP.D M. GRIMES .. JR .. 
Pr~:::id.ent 

V!C::=02 Cp,zVO 
PR:::SC!!,LA C.. C'S..:.-W 
DONA:J) VIAL 

COXCli:::~io::lers 


